
HE NAME of the race was a

bit of a mouthful, but the Play

Coral Racing-Super-Series For

Free Handicap run at Wolverhampton on

February 1 proved to be notable for a

number of reasons. 

First of all, it saw Golden Sands

follow up his January course and

distance success for his owners, the Hjw

Partnership. 

Secondly, it was a prime example of

the problem of small fields currently

plaguing British racing, with just two

three-year-olds turning up for a 0-80 handicap over an extended

mile.

Thirdly, it gave Liam Keniry, the rider of Havana Goldrush,

his 1,000th career win.

Most notably of all, however, the race ended in a rare dead

heat in a match race. You have to go back to August 2012 for

the last such example, when Ayaar and Snowboarder dead-

heated in a seven-furlong novice stakes at Lingfield.

And, to top it all, the race was followed by a stewards’

enquiry into possible interference by Havana Goldrush before it

was announced that the placings remained unaltered.

As for the race itself, Golden Sands made the better start and

set out to make all the running on the rail. In the early stages,

the Footstepsinthesand gelding raced quite freely. Turning for

home, Havana Goldrush seemed to be travelling the stronger,

however, and definitely held the advantage approaching the

final furlong.

With Havana Goldrush clearly hanging left in the closing
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ROUNDUP
. . . of the yard’s February winners

stages, and Golden Sands looking short of room, it is to the

latter’s credit that he responded to Joe Fanning’s driving close

home, stretching out his neck to join Havana Goldrush on the

line. After five minutes’ deliberation, judge David Hicks

announced the dead-heat verdict.

After the race, jockeys Joe Fanning and Liam Keniry were

pictured together to celebrate Keniry’s landmark success in

such strange circumstances.

• The term ‘dead heat’ comes from racing in times gone by
when race meetings involved horses running several times in a
number of heats. The overall winner was the horse which won
most heats. A heat with no clear winner (no photo-finish
cameras in those days!) was referred to as a ‘dead’ heat, and so
would be ignored.  The term has effectively come to mean a tie
in any sport or competition. 

A winner at Lingfield in January, the four-year-old No Flies
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Left: Golden Sands (far side) and
Havanah Goldrush dead-heat in a
two-horse race at Wolverhampton

Above: Joe congratulates Liam
Keniry on his 1,000th winner

Subjective Value (Megan Graham up)

On Me registered her second win of the year when returning to

the Surrey track to score over 10 furlongs on February 4.

In four runs this year, all at Lingfield over the same distance,

she has recorded two wins and two seconds. The handicap on

February 4 attracted just six runners, with No Flies On Me,

owned by Johnston Racing, drawn on the outside of her field. 

Travelling comfortably throughout, the filly was produced by

Joe Fanning with a run turning for home, but had to battle

throughout the final furlong with Forge Valley Lad. Joe didn’t

have to be too hard on her to score by a neck from the gelding,

the pair over three lengths clear of the remainder.

‘No Flies On Me got a nice lead into the race,’ commented

winning jockey Joe Fanning. ‘She deserved that as she jumped

a path here with me last time!’ 

HEIKH Hamdan bin Mohammed’s Enfranchise was

the impressive winner of a Chelmsford handicap over

10 furlongs on February 17, adding to her Lingfield win

over the same distance in late January. The four-year-old

Invincible Spirit filly, under Andrew Breslin, faced eight rivals.

She broke well from the stalls and was able to take the early

lead, pursued by Cerulean. Travelling strongly at the head of

affairs, Enfranchise was sent for home once the field had

passed the three-furlong marker. 

Two lengths clear with two furlongs left, the filly stretched

her lead allowing Andrew to ease her with half a furlong to run.

The five-year-old Coase came with a late run, but Enfranchise

was always doing enough and held off the Zoffany gelding to

win by half a length. 

This was a fourth win in nine starts for Enfranchise, who has

only once finished outside the frame. Out of the Mr Greeley

mare, Saoirse Abu, who won the Group 1 double of the

Moyglare Stud Stakes and the Phoenix Stakes as a juvenile, the

filly is a half-sister to Ennistown, by Authorized, a multiple

winner both on the Flat and over fences and hurdles.

Clearly on the upgrade, Enfranchise races as though she

might yet step up in trip still further.

Subjective Value has run consistently well this season and

landed his second win of the year in a Wolverhampton handicap

on February 25.

Dr Jim Walker’s Cable Bay gelding kicked off his 2022

campaign with a win over a mile and half a furlong at

Wolverhampton in January. Successive drops in trip, first to a

mile at Kempton, and then to seven furlongs at

Wolverhampton, saw Subjective Value narrowly beaten twice.

Stepping back up in trip to a mile and half a furlong at

Wolverhampton, the three-year-old gelding faced five rivals

and was ridden by Joe Fanning. 

Drawn on the outside of the field, Subjective Value wasn’t

able to get to the front  from the stalls as both City Runner and

Bastogne were determined to dispute the lead. As a result, Joe

found himself racing wider than he would like into the first

turn.

City Runner was ridden with plenty of ambition by Jamie

Spencer, and turning for home, the Caravaggio colt looked

likely to be a tough nut to crack. However, Subjective Value

came with a determined run on his outer and, despite drifting

slightly left, ran on well to score by half a length, with City

Runner three and a half lengths clear of Neat and Dandy in

third.

Subjective Value has taken well to racing on an artificial

surface and it may be he will have a further run on the all

weather before the onset of the Flat turf season.
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